
ACE Team 
Experiences
What teams need most today

http://oyf.com
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Less fear.
More joy.

Better results.



5x
Five times more likely to 
miss work due to illness. 

2x
Two times more likely to 
miss work due to stress.

2x
Two times more likely to 

consider quitting.

When people do not have good connections
 at work they are . . .

The Business Case for ACE
 

Research by Cigna and Harvard 
Make Caring COmmon Project 

https://www.webmdhealthservices.com/blog/staying-connected-is-key-to-maintaining-good-mental-health/
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Acknowledge Connect Explore
make people feel heard increase feelings of belonging create forward momentum 

The ACE Model
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The Need
It’s very difficult to be on a team today. In a time of 
transition your team needs to make people feel heard, 
increase feelings of belonging, and create positive 
momentum. 

The Solution
Give your people ACE Team Experiences to acknowledge, 
connect, and explore together. 

The How
We bring you ACE Team Experience as live workshops or 
virtual HIVEs that will engage, refresh, and transform your 
teams and leave them with new tools for working together. 

ACE
Team
Experiences



“On Your Feet helped us bring our full selves to 
the conversation. 

They created a session where we were able to 
get more alignment and connection in one 
brief session than I thought possible.”

- Ruffin Chevaleau 
   Uber Director for USA & Canada  
   Central Community Operations
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Acknowledge
People have fundamental needs to feel heard, 
to have their problems seen, and to have 
their accomplishments celebrated. 

Scientists find that lack of acknowledgement is 
psychologically painful, such that being ignored can 
feel very similar to being hated or disliked, and 
drastically reduce workplace motivation.

https://www.oyf.com/distributed-work/see-your-audience
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.387.1595&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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Connect

People have a fundamental need to 
connect, belong, and feel part of a shared 
reality.

The Harvard “Caring” project finds loneliness has 
drastically increased in the last years. Further 
research finds people without good work 
connections are 5x more likely to miss work due 
to stress and 2x more likely to consider quitting. 

https://mcc.gse.harvard.edu/reports/loneliness-in-america
https://www.webmdhealthservices.com/2022/01/25/staying-connected-is-key-to-maintaining-good-mental-health/?utm_campaign=blog&utm_source=blog_alert&utm_medium=email&utm_content=v1_email_text_link&mkt_tok=NTAzLUJNSS01MDgAAAGCNoV9Ax-0pGyKGojwzZXjtZY7aHQQjDmeBBnkdqLlWPqrsobZhoIXDnMGe5vmyYVPHFdxMqEW6u6PvZ69qwny3B8ZFZeWoV0BW0V26qx9oLwnvQ
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Explore

When a team takes time to consider new 
and better ways to act in the future it 
fulfills fundamental humans needs.

Research finds employees want more certainty and 
agency over the the future of work. Exploration 
fulfills people’s needs for structure, anticipation of 
something positive, and a feeling ownership over 
the future. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/what-employees-are-saying-about-the-future-of-remote-work
https://www.oyf.com/coolstuff/the-e-in-ace
http://careymorewedge.com/papers/Morewedge_Utility.pdf
https://www.oyf.com/coolstuff/ikea-effect


In Person ACE 
In December of 2021, we launched an 
in-person version of ACE at a Nike 
Catalyst Brand Marketing retreat in the 
hills of Los Angeles.

“I want to thank you for the wonderful 
experience you gave my team and I in LA. This 
was groundbreaking for a team that has been 
through so much”  

-Sahar ElGuindy, Sr. Director, Catalyst Brand Marketing at Nike

"The need to connect IRL and to bring the 
humanity back to the work was so needed and it 
was felt at our offsite, thanks to On Your Feet."

- Tim Ramirez, Sr. Director Brand Marketing at Nike



Virtual ACE 
We deliver ACE as a Highly Interactive 
Virtual Experiences (HIVEs), On Your 
Feet’s unique way to make virtual more 
effective and joyful. 

“I was amazed at how they made us feel like 
we in a room together, even though we were 
virtual.”

-DeAngeloa Wells, Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at PGE On Your Feet ACE session for Nike 
Design leadership
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Our Team
We are a diverse team of improv 
artists, facilitators, scientists, 
designers, business leaders, and more

Our Work 
We bring more joy, less fear, and better 
results to sme of the best companies in 
the world

https://www.oyf.com/who-we-are
https://www.oyf.com/clients


More Joy. Less Fear. Better Results.

www.oyf.com 

http://www.oyf.com

